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Description:

Over my dead body.Thats what I told Gracie when she informed me of her plan to pick some random guy she met online to get rid of her pesky
virginity.If anyone is touching her, its going to be me.I shouldnt even be considering it, but I cant get it out of my head: her, under me, begging
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me.***Arrogant. Cocky. Prick.Those are the words I’d use to describe my older brother’s dangerously handsome best friend.When he learned of
my plan to kick off my white cotton briefs, ditching my good girl persona once and for all by losing my virginity to the first eligible bachelor I could
find, he flipped out. Said over his dead body.He says if anyone’s going to do, it’s going to be him.I hate that I’m even considering his offer.But I
am … I sooo am.Ever since he suggested it, all I can think about is his cocky smile on those full lips as he’s driving in to me.But if we cross that
line … will I ever be able to go back?MONSTER PRICK, a sexy romantic comedy, is a spin off novella from SCREWED, but can be read as a
standalone, as it features a new couple.

Monster Prick is a perfect, quick pick me up if youre in a reading slump.Gracie has wanted her brothers best friend Hudson for what seems like
forever. Having grown up with him in her life, shes always crushed on him, but things changed as she got older and Hudson started to pull away.
Now that Gracie is grown up and wants to turn in her V card, she thinks going online to meet someone to help her with that is the best solution.
Hudson is not in agreement with Gracies idea, and offers himself up instead.Since this novella is told in a dual point of view, we see that Hudson
has wanted Gracie for a while also, but shes his best friends little sister, and things could go wrong if it didnt work out for them. When they agreed
the three dates I knew that wasnt going to be enough for either of these characters. They have been lusting after one another for far too long, and
needed this experiment to see that they are truly mean to be.Gracie and Hudson are HOT together, their chemistry is off the charts, and their
banter back and forth is quite hilarious. I adored seeing them work through their feelings and Gracie losing her v card. Seeing how they end up was
beautiful, and the epilogue was perfect. I just wish this book was a bit longer. I would have loved to see more of what happened between the end
and the epilogue. All in all, Monster Prick is a quick fun read that will have you swooning, laughing, and falling in love.
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